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Grab this HUGE "Power Scripts" Package And Start to Make A Fast Profit With A High Demand Products

"Profit Pulling Package, Gives You The Power To Create Different Niche Websites" Dear Friend, People

say that the internet is a true gold mind, and this package will show you this is a very true statement :-)

Here is the deal; You will get a Web Site just Like This And Over 100 Powerful CGI Scripts which ANY

webmaster would be a fool to pass up on. A few Ways To Make Money With This huge Package of

Scripts: Create your own websites and operate them with these scripts. You can sell this entire Package

over and over and keep all the money. You can sell the scripts individually. You can split the scripts into

different related groups to create and sell special interest script packages You can start your own private

membership site and charge customers a monthly fee for access to the scripts. Plus much more... All the

scripts below with master resell rights for only: $197 $24.97 Browse the scripts list below : (very long list if

you ask me :-) MULTILEVEL EMAIL AUTORESPONDER REPLICATOR THE ULTIMATE OPT-IN EMAIL

PROMOTION CGI Script that allows you to sell or give away autoresponder email addresses that send

out unlimited followup emails to subscribers. Subscribers can be manually added or just email the

recipient. Secure admin and webmaster area provide detailed statistics and management of mailing lists.

Admin may add custom footers and headers to all outgoing email. Remove link function. Setup is a

breeze. POWER SAFELIST PRO EASY TO SETUP SAFELIST OPT IN EMAIL SYSTEM WITH

AUTOMATIC BILLING CGI Script sets up in seconds and interfaces with any paypal account for easy

automated billing. Even charge monthly recurring billing for your subscribers! New users simply click a

button to signup! They get a confirmation email with instructions which you can customize. Custom

headers and footers. Everything you need to quickly setup a money making safelist service. Works with

paypal billing. DOMAIN NAME APPRAISER REAL TIME WHOIS SCANNER FOR EXPIRED NAMES IN

SEARCH ENGINES CGI Script scans our DAILY UPDATED EXPIRED DOMAIN DATABASE for domain

names with high search engine presence. Scans all the search engines that matter including google,

lycos, msn, altavista... Threshold value allows you to cutoff loser domains with less than interesting

presence. SEARCH ENGINE KEYWORD HARVESTER SCAN FOR POPULAR SEARCH ENGINE
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PHRASES This script allows you to scan for popular search engine words and phrases derived from your

search word. Also allows filtering undesirable words (badword list) which can be modified on the fly. Great

for generating doorway pages or getting ideas for domain names or buying search engine keywords.

PAYPAL SHOPPING CART SHOPPING CART FOR USE WITH PAY PAL Shopping cart that uses

Paypal Pay Pal payment checkout. Takes 5 seconds to setup. All code automatically generated. You

don't even have to set permissions. Just upload the files and set 2 paths and you are ready to rip. Design

your shopping mall anyway you like by simply inserting the generated itemcode into your website for

seamless design integration. My 2 year old can set up this program. Handles shipping charges and

everything else you would expect ON HOLD DOMAIN SCANNER CGI SCRIPT FINDS DOMAINS ON

HOLD JUST LIKE THE PROS DNSRESEARCH sells lists for hundreds to THOUSANDS of dollars and is

making a FORTUNE doing EXACTLY this. It's STUPID. You get a big list of domain names. Sort them out

into lists which are about to expire and sell them as "onhold" domain lists. This is the secret to the entire

business. DNS RESEARCH TOOL DNS analyzation tool Very useful script for DNS and network analysis.

Also useful for network security. Script can be altered to do a number of really cool DNS functions as well.

Easy to use interface for NET:DNS perl module. Gathers complete DNS records and does

comprehensive lookups in batches. HTML ROTATOR Say goodbye to advertising as you know it. This is

the new revolution! MYSQL backend database system allows you to rotate HTML. Similar to a banner

rotator in concept but allows rotation of complete HTML (including images, javascript, any HTML tags).

HTML can be rotated as an exit system, rotate your start page or you can rotate a frame in a page or just

a paragraph or WORD inside any HTML page. It gets better though! This rotator also allows you to

categorize your system with unlimited categories of rotations. In other words you can setup a category

example such as "marketing" or "webhosting" and only rotate HTML ads appropriate for that target

audience. You can sell your ad space however you like (exit pages, frames, whatever) and each client is

provided a login to check their stats. If you have a client with multiple ads the convenient interface lets

them see all their stats with ONE single user/pass so they dont have to be bothered remembering 500

different passwords - although that is optional too. You can also setup to expire one of two ways.

Accounts can be set to expire by number of impressions (when the account holder exceeds the set

number of impressions their ad automatically expires). Accounts can also be set to expire by number of

days (flat rate advertising). This offers you a dual marketing approach to selling your valuable banner



space. We use this very same system to sell ads on our site and it works great. System load is virtually

undetectable. All stats are in real-time. Admin panel allows you to browse all accounts and their individual

statistics, view all ads at once, modify/delete accounts, and even check the overall stats to your server.

Single installation can run ads on unlimited sites. and more....
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